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Project Execution Earns AdvanceTEC Design-Build Process
Integration Addition
Confidential segment-leading semiconductor capital equipment client increases AdvanceTEC
design-build role to include mission critical high-purity utility generation and process waste
abatement systems

Richmond, VA, July 9, 2018 – AdvanceTEC, a leader in cleanroom design, construction and process
integration, today announced a significant increase of its recently announced design-build contract
serving a global semiconductor equipment segment leader. The contract now includes engineering,
design, 3D BIM modeling & coordination, furnish, installation, start-up, commissioning and training for
mission critical high-purity process utility generation and waste abatement systems. This change marks a
meaningful increase in AdvanceTEC’s scope of responsibility on this fast-track project.
According to Bryan Phelan, AdvanceTEC managing partner and director of sales, marketing and
preconstruction services, “The decision to expand AdvanceTEC’s role in this critical project was based
on the execution of our team to date, and the trust and confidence that we have earned as a result. At
the end of the day, it’s all about turning over the facility for the client’s business plans on time, on
budget, and to specification – and our increased role on the project is a clear illustration that we are well
suited to achieve that.
As a part of the expanded contract, AdvanceTEC was awarded engineering, design, 3D BIM modeling
& coordination / furnish, installation, start-up, commissioning, training on mission critical high-purity
process utility generation & waste abatement systems.
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About AdvanceTEC
AdvanceTEC is a leader in cleanroom design, cleanroom construction and process integration serving
clients in the Nanotechnology, Microelectronics, Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology industries. Since its
founding in 2000, AdvanceTEC has successfully constructed facilities for research, pilot production and
high-volume manufacturing applications. The company works with leading technology companies,
construction managers, architectural engineering firms, lab planners and developers to estimate, value
engineer, design and construct state-of-the-art cleanrooms. Its expertise is turn-key design/build
projects, where performance, schedule, and safety are critical. For more information, please visit
www.AdvanceTECLLC.com.
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